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Abstract: This paper proposes an extended method for reversible color tone control for blue and red tones. Our previous method has an issue in that there are cases where the intensity of enhancement cannot be flexibly controlled. In contrast, the proposed method can gradually improve the intensity by increasing the correction coefficients, regardless of the image features. This is because the method defines one reference area where the correction coefficients are determined, one each for blue and red tones, while the previous method defines a common reference area for both tones. Owing to this, the method also provides independent control for blue and red tones. In our experiments, we clarify the above advantages of the method. Additionally, we also discuss the influence of the data-embedding process, which is necessary to store recovery information, on the output image quality.
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1. Introduction

Image-processing applications have been more commonly used with the development of smartphones and social networking services (SNSs). With common image-processing methods, it is difficult to simply restore an original image from a processed image. If the original image is also required, the processing history or the original image itself needs to be stored separately from the processed image. Although many image-restoration methods have been proposed [1,2], it is difficult to restore an image without tolerating even a single bit error. Recently, image restoration using deep learning was also proposed [3,4], but most of these methods allow for some errors compared with the original image. In addition, the operations are complex, and the processing cost increases significantly. To address this issue, contrast-enhancement methods that guarantee reversibility by using data hiding were proposed [5–14]. Wu et al. proposed a method for grayscale images that uses histogram shifting [5]. In this method, we embed information that is necessary for restoration (hereafter called recovery information) into an image histogram, and the original image can be reconstructed by using the recovery information. However, this method may cause a significant difference in the average luminance of the entire image between before and after processing. To tackle this issue, reversible contrast-enhancement methods without differences in the average luminance were studied [12–14]. For instance, Wu et al. introduced a two-dimensional histogram-to-histogram shifting so that the average luminance can be controlled while enhancing the contrast [14]. However, these methods focus on grayscale images. If these methods are directly applied to color images, visible hue distortion may appear.

Recently, several image-processing methods were proposed for color images [15–17]. They can preserve the hue component by referencing the HSV color space. Wu et al. first proposed a method that enhances the contrast without hue degradation [15]. However, in the restoration process, the original image cannot be perfectly retrieved, and thus, an image analogous to the original is reconstructed. Sugimoto et al. then proposed another method...
that guarantees perfect reversibility by embedding recovery information [17]. Additionally, this method can perform not only contrast enhancement but also multiple types of processing, such as sharpening/smoothing and saturation improvement, without causing hue distortion. However, with this method, hue control is not taken into account.

Thus, we focused on the hue component as a control object. We previously proposed a reversible method that can control the blue or red tones of an image [18]. The method targets blue and red tones to control the coldness or warmth of an image. In our previous method, we adopted the YDbDr color space [19] used in JPEG 2000 [20] instead of the HSV color space. A reference area is first defined in the $D_b$–$D_r$ plane. Correction coefficients are then calculated within the reference area. Finally, the RGB components are multiplied by these coefficients so that a tone-enhanced image is derived. However, in some cases, the intensity of the enhancement could not be controlled due to severe variations in the pixel values or the distribution of pixels being inconvenient within the reference area.

In this paper, we propose an effective extension of the reversible tone-enhancement method [18]. This method is strongly expected to be a new breakthrough in terms of storage saving in image processing with limited storage environments, including devices such as smartphones and tablets. The proposed tone-enhancement method offers two main contributions. One of them is that the method is effective for every image, regardless of the image features. The other contribution is that the method allows for the gradual control of the intensity of enhancement, regardless of the image features. The previous method does not gradually control the intensity of the enhancement, and thus, the intensity changes abruptly. In addition, the intensity of the enhancement limit is reached in the early stage of the enhancement control for some images. The proposed method solves both of the above issues. It can calculate correction coefficients without being affected by variations in pixel values within the reference areas. Each of the correction coefficients can be separately obtained in each of the reference areas. This allows for independent control of both tones, and thus, the intensity of the enhancement limit can be expanded. Recovery information is embedded into an image using the reversible data-hiding method. In our experiments, the correction coefficients were compared with those of the previous method in order to clarify that the intensity of enhancement can be flexibly controlled. Additionally, we evaluated the influence of the data-embedding process on the output image quality.

2. Reversible Color Tone Control Method

We previously proposed a unique method that allows us to reversibly enhance blue or red tones of color images [18]. In this method, we calculate a correction coefficient for each color component and then enhance the color tone by multiplying the coefficients by each pixel value. In the following, we describe the procedure in detail and challenges of this method.

2.1. Procedure of Previous Method

In this method, we refer to the YDbDr color space in order to control blue or red tones. The YDbDr color space is a color transform that is reversible from the RGB color space and used in JPEG 2000 [20], which is an international standard for image compression. This YDbDr color space is different from the common YDbDr color space. Specifically, it is converted from the RGB color space, with integer values for the reversibility. The color space consists of the luminance $Y$, blue tone component $D_b$, and red tone component $D_r$. The RGB-to-YDbDr and YDbDr-to-RGB transforms are given by

$$\begin{bmatrix}
Y \\
D_b \\
D_r
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1/4 & 1/2 & 1/4 \\
1 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix},$$

(1)
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 3/4 & -1/4 \\
1 & -1/4 & -1/4 \\
1 & -1/4 & 3/4
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
Y \\
D_b \\
D_r
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2)

The previous method attains reversible tone control by multiplying the correction coefficients by each pixel value. Before calculating the correction coefficients, we first define a reference area in the \(D_b-D_r\) plane. In this method, the average color within the reference area should be achromatic after the tone control. Here, the reference area means the area in which the average color will be achromatic after processing. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of pixels in the \(D_b-D_r\) plane and examples of the reference area. In the case of blue enhancement, the reference area should be defined in the second quadrant. In the case of red enhancement, the reference area should be defined in the fourth quadrant.

![Figure 1. Scatter plot of pixels in \(D_b-D_r\) plane and examples of reference areas.](image)

Next, we derive the mean values of \(R\), \(G\), \(B\), and \(Y\) to obtain the \(R_{ave}\), \(G_{ave}\), \(B_{ave}\), and \(Y_{ave}\) of the pixels belonging to the reference area, respectively. \(R_{ave}\), \(G_{ave}\), and \(B_{ave}\) are rounded to integers. The correction coefficients \(K_r\), \(K_g\), and \(K_b\) for each \(R\), \(G\), and \(B\) component are obtained by

\[
\begin{align*}
K_r &= \frac{Y_{ave}}{R_{ave}} \\
K_g &= \frac{Y_{ave}}{G_{ave}} \\
K_b &= \frac{Y_{ave}}{B_{ave}}
\end{align*}
\] (3)

\(K_r\), \(K_g\), and \(K_b\) are multiplied by every pixel value, resulting in color tone enhancement. Throughout our experiments, we found that \(K_g\) consistently takes a value close to 1.0, regardless of the reference area taken. In other words, \(K_g\) has little influence on the tone control. Therefore, the previous method regards \(K_g\) as a constant of 1.0 to reduce the recovery information.

In this method, recovery information is required to completely reconstruct the original image. For example, \(R_{ave}\), \(G_{ave}\), and \(B_{ave}\) should be stored to reclaim \(K_r\), \(K_g\), and \(K_b\) on the restoration side. Therefore, \(R_{ave}\), \(G_{ave}\), and \(B_{ave}\) used in the calculation of correction coefficients need to be stored as recovery information. Such recovery information is embedded into the image itself using the reversible data-hiding method.

2.2. Challenge with Previous Method

In the previous method, the intensity of the enhancement can be controlled by adjusting the size and position of the reference area. However, in some cases, control of the intensity of enhancement is not possible. Figure 2 shows an example of this issue.
There are two factors for this.

The first factor is the variation in the R, G, and B values of each pixel belonging to the reference area. As can be seen from Equation (1), even if certain pixels in the reference area have the same value for $D_b$ and/or $D_r$, their R, G, and B values are not necessarily the same. In fact, their R, G, and B values might be completely different. Nevertheless, according to Equation (3), each correction coefficient is obtained as the ratio of $Y_{ave}$ to $R_{ave}$, $G_{ave}$, or $B_{ave}$. Therefore, even among reference areas with the same mean value for $D_b$ and $D_r$, the correction coefficients will be different, and the enhancement effect will be also different. However, the previous method cannot control the variations in R, G, and B values because the reference area is defined in the YD_bD_r color space. This prevents us from flexibly enhancing the color tone to the desired intensity.

Another factor is that every correction coefficient is derived from a single reference area. In the previous method, the intensity of the enhancement is generally improved by enlarging the reference area. To improve the intensity of the enhancement, $K_r$ should become larger, while $K_b$ should become smaller. In contrast, Figure 3 shows an example of red enhancement with less effective control. In this figure, two reference areas with different sizes are defined. Comparing the two areas, Area 2 contains more pixels with a small value of $D_r$. Thus, $K_r$ should increase more effectively in Area 2. However, Area 2 does not contain pixels with a larger value of $D_b$ compared with Area 1. Therefore, the mean value of $D_b$ in Area 2 is not larger than that in Area 1, and thus, $K_b$ never decreases. Consequently, the red tone is adequately enhanced by enlarging the reference area, while the blue tone is not suitably suppressed. This interferes with the uniform control of the intensity of the enhancement.

In this paper, we tackle the issue with the previous method in consideration of these factors and attain more uniform and gradual control of the intensity of enhancement regardless of the image features.
3. Proposed Method

In this section, we propose an extension method that enables the uniform and gradual control of the intensity of the enhancement and independent control of each color tone, regardless of the image features. In the proposed method, the correction coefficients for blue and red tones are calculated separately. In addition, the correction coefficients can be obtained without being affected by variations in the pixel values belonging to the reference area. The following sections describe each procedure for the tone control and restoration processes of the proposed method, and we finally summarize the advantages of our method.

3.1. Tone Control Process

We first explain the procedure of our new tone control method in detail. As shown in Figure 4, the process consists of three steps: derivation of the correction coefficients, update pixel values, and data embedding. Each step is described below.

![Figure 4. Block diagram of tone control process.](image)

3.1.1. Derivation of Correction Coefficients

First, the RGB color space is converted to the YD<sub>b</sub>D<sub>r</sub> color space by using Equation (1). We then define the reference areas in the D<sub>b</sub>−D<sub>r</sub> plane to derive blue and red correction coefficients K<sub>b</sub> and K<sub>r</sub>, which are represented as the blue reference area and the red reference area. Figure 5 shows an example of each reference area in the D<sub>b</sub>−D<sub>r</sub> plane. As shown in this figure, each reference area is defined as a rectangle, and the intensity of the enhancement can be controlled by changing the position and size of these rectangles. In the proposed method, the blue reference area is controlled by the parameters x<sub>1</sub> and x<sub>2</sub>, while the red reference area is controlled by the parameters y<sub>1</sub> and y<sub>2</sub>. In the case of blue enhancement, the blue reference area is defined in the negative value area of D<sub>b</sub>, and the red reference area is defined in the positive value area of D<sub>r</sub>. In contrast, in the case of red enhancement, each area is defined opposite to the blue enhancement case. The intensity for the blue tone can be improved by changing the blue reference area to include pixels located further away from the y-axis; the intensity for the red tone can be improved by changing the red reference area to include pixels located further away from the x-axis.

![Figure 5. Definition of blue and red reference areas in the case of red enhancement.](image)
value of G, called $G_{\text{img}}$, from the image. $G_{\text{img}}$ is rounded to an integer value, and $D_{\text{areaB}}$, $D_{\text{areaR}}$, and the rounded value of $G_{\text{img}}$ are stored as recovery information.

Finally, the correction coefficients $K_b$ and $K_r$ for the B and R components are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
K_b &= \frac{G_{\text{img}}}{D_{\text{areaB}} + G_{\text{img}}} \\
K_r &= \frac{G_{\text{img}}}{D_{\text{areaR}} + G_{\text{img}}}.
\end{align*}
\]

On the basis of Equation (1), $D_b/D_r$ is obtained as the difference between the G component and the B/R component. Therefore, as shown in Equation (4), the correction coefficients for reducing the blue or red tones from the reference areas can be derived by using the G component. However, in the case where the number of pixels in each reference area is small, the mean value of the G component in the area may be extremely large or small. If we use such a mean value for the G component, the wrong correction coefficients are obtained. The proposed method thus calculates the correction coefficients using the mean value of the G component calculated from the entire image.

3.1.2. Update Pixel Values

In the proposed method, overflows may be caused by multiplying pixel values by the correction coefficients $K_r$ and $K_b$. We need to carry out preprocessing to prevent such overflows. First, we obtain the maximum pixel value $P_{\text{max}}$ that never causes overflows, even when multiplied by $K_r$ and $K_b$. For example, in the case of red enhancement, $P_{\text{max}}$ is given by

\[
P_{\text{max}} = \left\lfloor \frac{255}{K_r} \right\rfloor.
\]

Pixels with values exceeding $P_{\text{max}}$ should cause overflows. Thus, we replace such pixels with $P_{\text{max}}$. The locations of the replaced pixels and their differences from $P_{\text{max}}$ are stored as recovery information. After the preprocessing, the R and B components are multiplied by $K_r$ and $K_b$. The multiplied R and B are rounded to integers, and an intermediate image with an enhanced tone is derived. We should note that pixel locations with errors caused by rounding are stored in a location map. The maximum error value is 1. In the case that a pixel has an error, 1 is recorded in the location map. Contrarily, in the case that the pixel does not have an error, 0 is recorded. The location map is a binary image with the same size as the original image itself. The location map is thus compressed using JBIG2 [21], which is an international standard for binary image coding.

3.1.3. Data Embedding

For perfect reversibility, we need to embed all recovery information into the intermediate image. The G component provides a large contribution to the luminance, that is, it has a large visual impact; therefore, we should avoid embedding the recovery information into the G component. In the case of blue enhancement, we embed recovery information into the R component using the reversible data-hiding method; conversely, we embed it into the B component in the case of red enhancement. For our method, we use the prediction error expansion with histogram shifting (PEE-HS) method [22], but arbitrary methods can also be adopted. One-bit data for identifying the component containing the recovery information is embedded into the least significant bit (LSB) of the top-left pixel in the G component. The LSB is replaced with 1 in the case of red enhancement and 0 in the case of blue enhancement. Finally, we obtain an output image through this data-embedding process. Note that the original LSB should also be stored as recovery information. In the restoration process, this bit is first referenced to identify the marked component, i.e., the component that contains the recovery information. The recovery information consists of the following: $D_{\text{areaB}}$, $D_{\text{areaR}}$, the rounded value of $G_{\text{img}}$, the information for the preprocessing, e.g., the compressed location map described in Section 3.1.2; the original LSB in the G
component; and the information on rounding errors. This information enables the original image to be perfectly restored.

3.2. Restoration Process

We can perfectly restore the original image from the output image with this method. As shown in Figure 6, the restoration process consists of three steps: data extraction, re-derivation of the correction coefficients, and recovery of the original pixel values.

![Figure 6. Block diagram of restoration process.](image)

3.2.1. Data Extraction

We first identify the marked component by referring to the LSB of the top-left pixel in the G component. We then extract the recovery information including the original bit of the LSB. An intermediate image is reconstructed by replacing the LSB with the original. The recovery information extracted here is necessary for the processes described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. We should note that in the proposed method including other related work, the recovery information cannot be correctly extracted when the output image undergoes further processing.

3.2.2. Re-Derivation of Correction Coefficients

The recovery information contains $D_{\text{gray}_{B}}$, $D_{\text{sat}_{R}}$, and the rounded value of $G_{\text{img}}$. We assign these values to Equation (4) so that $K_{r}$ and $K_{b}$ are derived.

3.2.3. Recovery of Original Pixel Values

We first divide the R and B components by $K_{r}$ and $K_{b}$ so that the pre-enhanced pixel values are restored. Although rounding errors will arise here, the original values can be correctly retrieved by using the location map contained in the recovery information. In the enhanced components, the pixels with $P_{\text{max}}$ still do not have the original values due to the preprocessing at this moment. These pixels are restored by using the recovery information, which is stored in Section 3.1.2, and the original image is finally reconstructed.

3.3. Target and Advantages of Proposed Method

Table 1 shows the functions available in several reversible image-processing methods. Common reversible image-processing methods [5–14] mainly provide contrast enhancement for grayscale images. In contrast, the methods in [16,17] allow for saturation to be improved, in addition to contrast enhancement for color images. The proposed method and the previous method [18] do not focus on contrast enhancement and saturation improvement, while they do allow for color tone control, which is ineffective with other methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale/color</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Grayscale</td>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversibility</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color tone control</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast enhancement</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation improvement</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our new method has two main advantages in terms of overcoming the issues of the previous method. Note that in addition to these two main advantages, the proposed...
The method has the following features: a very simple algorithm, lightweight computation, and insignificant effects due to image size.

First, the proposed method constantly allows for the gradual control of the intensity of the enhancement. As described in Section 2.2, in the previous method, the control of the intensity is not possible for images with distinctive features. As can be seen from Equation (3), the magnitude of the calculated correction coefficients is strongly affected by the variations in the R, G, and B values of the pixels belonging to the reference area. Therefore, with the previous method, there is no guarantee that \( R_{ave}, G_{ave}, \) and \( B_{ave} \) are the same, even when the mean values of \( D_b \) and \( D_r \) in the reference area are the same between certain images. In the case that \( R_{ave}, G_{ave}, \) and \( B_{ave} \) are different between the images, the values of the calculated correction coefficients will also be different, resulting in a change in the intensity of the enhancement. The proposed method has solved this issue. In Equation (4), which provides the correction coefficients, we use three variables: \( G_{img} \) is an invariant value in each image, and \( D_{b_{areaB}} \) and \( D_{r_{areaR}} \) take their values in the ranges of \( x_1 \leq D_{b_{areaB}} \leq x_2 \) and \( y_1 \leq D_{r_{areaR}} \leq y_2 \), respectively. In other words, we do not need to directly use R, G, and B values to obtain the correction coefficients. Thus, the proposed method can control the correction coefficients regardless of variations in the R, G, and B values in the reference area.

Another advantage is that the proposed method allows for independent control of the correction coefficients for blue and red tones. This leads to an increase in the number of images that can be tone-enhanced. In the previous method, there are cases where effective control of the intensity of enhancement is difficult. Figure 7 shows two examples of reference areas for red enhancement with the previous method [18] and the proposed method. For the image with the pixel distribution shown in Figure 7a, the previous method cannot properly control the intensity of red enhancement. To improve the intensity, it is necessary to increase the mean value of \( D_b \) and decrease the mean value of \( D_r \) in the reference area. In this example of the previous method, the expansion of the reference area causes both the mean values of \( D_b \) and \( D_r \) in Area 2 to be smaller than those in Area 1. This effectively enhances the red tone, but prevents proper suppression of the blue tone. In contrast, the proposed method uses two independent reference areas. In Figure 7b, when the blue reference area is enlarged from Area 1 to Area 2, the mean value of \( D_b \) in Area 2 never becomes smaller than that in Area 1. As a result, the intensity of the enhancement can be effectively controlled, even in the case of the pixel distribution shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Reference areas with different sizes for red enhancement.

In the proposed method, \( D_b \) and \( D_r \) are determined within the reference areas. The reference areas limit the range of \( D_b \) and \( D_r \), that is, the range of tone control. However, we expect that the method can be performed even without defining reference areas. This would lead to the range of tone control being expanded. In our future work, we will explore the validity of this idea.
4. Experimental Results

In this section, we first examine the controllability of the intensity of the enhancement by confirming the correction coefficients and output images for each parameter. We then assess the distortion caused by the data embedding in the output image.

4.1. Experimental Setup

We used 24 images with 512 × 768 pixels from the Kodak Lossless True Color Image Suite [23] and 18 images with 500 × 500 pixels from the McMaster Dataset [24]. In this experiment, the parameters $x_1, x_2, y_1, \text{ and } y_2$ were defined as $|x_1| = |y_1|$ and $|x_2| = |y_2|$ so that the blue and red reference areas had the same size. Hereafter, $|x_1|$ and $|y_1|$ are denoted as $L_1$, while $|x_2|$ and $|y_2|$ are denoted as $L_2$. We evaluated the output images derived using the parameters $(L_1, L_2) = (0, 10), (10, 20), (20, 30)$, and $(30, 40)$. The region where the blue and red reference areas overlapped in the proposed method was used as the reference area in the previous method. The previous method derived the output images by using this reference area, and the output images were compared with those that used the proposed method.

4.2. Color Tone Assessment of Output Images

Figure 8 shows the output images of kodim23 obtained by the proposed method. The upper and lower images show the results of the blue and red tone enhancement, respectively. As $L_1$ and $L_2$ were increased while retaining the dimension of the reference areas, the intensity of the enhancement improved. In this example, the intensity of the enhancement was at a maximum for $(L_1, L_2) = (30, 40)$, and the output image was most effectively enhanced compared with the original image.

![Figure 8. Output images (kodim23).](image)

Table 2 shows the mean values of the correction coefficients calculated for each parameter. In this table, $K_b$ and $K_r$ are the correction coefficients for the blue and red tones, respectively. The blue tone was more effectively enhanced as $K_b$ became larger and $K_r$ became smaller, while the red tone was more effectively enhanced as $K_b$ became smaller and $K_r$ became larger. From this table, it is clear that the proposed method could gradually enhance the tones and had a wider range of enhancement. It should be noted that both methods could not derive the output images if there was no pixel in the reference areas. Nonetheless, for certain values of $L_1$ and $L_2$, the proposed method had a wider reference area than the previous method; thus, the number of images where the tone enhancement was effective with the proposed method was larger than that with the previous method.
Table 2. Mean values of correction coefficients for each parameter. Blue tone was more effectively enhanced as $K_b$ became larger and $K_r$ became smaller; in contrast, red tone was more effectively enhanced as $K_b$ became smaller and $K_r$ became larger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue Enhancement</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>Previous [18]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_b$</td>
<td>$K_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (0, 10)</td>
<td>1.0554</td>
<td>0.9531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (10, 20)</td>
<td>1.2061</td>
<td>0.8633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (20, 30)</td>
<td>1.4190</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (30, 40)</td>
<td>1.8299</td>
<td>0.7258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Enhancement</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>Previous [18]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_b$</td>
<td>$K_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (0, 10)</td>
<td>0.9611</td>
<td>1.0509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (10, 20)</td>
<td>0.8693</td>
<td>1.1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (20, 30)</td>
<td>0.7898</td>
<td>1.4199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(L_1, L_2)$ = (30, 40)</td>
<td>0.7289</td>
<td>1.7356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows the results of the blue enhancement for kodim07.

The upper and lower images show the results obtained by using the proposed and previous methods, respectively. The intensity of the enhancement improved as $K_b$ became larger and $K_r$ became smaller. In the proposed method, the intensity of the enhancement gradually improved as the parameters were increased, and the intensity was at a maximum in the case of $(L_1, L_2) = (30, 40)$. In comparison, in the previous method, the intensity was at a maximum in the case of $(L_1, L_2) = (20, 30)$ and decreased at $(L_1, L_2) = (30, 40)$. In addition, as mentioned above, the proposed method can control the intensity of the enhancement in a wider range than the previous method. For easy comparison, in this experiment, we generated output images by fixing the widths of the reference areas to 10 and shifting the positions of these areas. The sizes and positions of these areas can be flexibly defined depending on the user requirements for the intensity of enhancement. Consequently, the proposed method allows for more uniform and gradual enhancement compared with the previous method.
4.3. Influence of Output Image Quality on Data Embedding

For reversibility, we need to embed the recovery information into the intermediate images. The data-embedding process commonly causes distortion in the output image. We examined the influence of the data-embedding process on the output image quality. Table 3 summarizes the mean values of the PSNR and SSIM of the output images against the intermediate images.

Table 3. Quantitative assessment of output image quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSNR [dB]</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue Enhancement</td>
<td>Red Enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((L_1, L_2) = (0, 10))</td>
<td>53.78</td>
<td>52.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((L_1, L_2) = (10, 20))</td>
<td>48.42</td>
<td>46.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((L_1, L_2) = (20, 30))</td>
<td>45.31</td>
<td>41.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((L_1, L_2) = (30, 40))</td>
<td>42.63</td>
<td>38.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table, it is clear that both the PSNR and SSIM values were generally high. It was also difficult to visually recognize any artifacts in the output images. In addition, Table 3 shows that the output image quality decreased as the intensity of the enhancement improved for both the blue and red enhancement. As the correction coefficients became larger, more pixels caused overflows, which is described in Section 3.1.2. In such a case, more recovery information was required and embedded into the intermediate image. This was the cause of the degradation in image quality. Nevertheless, the proposed method preserved the high quality of the output image, even in the case of \((L_1, L_2) = (30, 40)\).

5. Conclusions

We propose an extension of the reversible tone enhancement method that allows for uniform control of the intensity of enhancement regardless of the image features. In the previous method, the intensity cannot be gradually enhanced in some cases. The proposed method has two main advantages in terms of overcoming the above issue. First, it can uniformly and gradually enhance the intensity by increasing the correction coefficients. We verified this advantage both objectively and quantitatively in experiments. Second, we can obtain the correction coefficients for blue and red tones separately, namely, the correction coefficients allow us to control the intensities of both the enhancement and suppression separately. Thus, we can not only enhance the R component but also suppress the B component overall for the red enhancement. In the same manner, we can not only enhance the B component but also suppress the R component overall for the blue enhancement. This results in a more effective tone enhancement in our method. We further ensure reversibility by embedding recovery information. Through our experiments, we clarified that the proposed method not only has the above advantages but also a wider range in terms of the intensity of enhancement compared with the previous method. We also proved that the data-embedding process for recovery information never seriously affected the output image quality, and the output images maintained high quality without any visible artifacts. In our future work, we will further expand the range of tone control.
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